Maize (Zea mays) is one of the most widely grown crops in the world, with an annual global production of over 1147 million tons. Genomics approaches are thought to be the best solution for accelerating yield improvement to meet the challenges of a growing population and global climate change. Here, we review current approaches to the exploration of novel genetic variation in genomes, DNA modifications, and transcription levels of cultivated maize, landraces, and wild relatives. We discuss applications of genetic engineering to maize yield improvement and highlight future directions for maize genomics studies.
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Introduction
Improving grain yield has always been a primary target of maize breeding and has become more challenging against the backdrop of climate stress and increasing global populations. In recent decades, improvements in maize yield have relied on high rates of fertilizer and pesticide application and on breeding for yield and fitness in particular climatic regions. The former approach had many adverse effects on sustainable development [1], and the latter produced maize varieties that were unable to meet the challenge of a highly variable climate. High maize yields are determined by numerous traits, including the capacity to tolerate biotic and abiotic stress (Figure 1). Balancing the trade-offs among these traits is key to obtaining high and stable maize yields and requires a clear mechanistic understanding of genes, pathways, natural variation, and local adaptations. Genomics-based breeding is thought to be the best solution for overcoming these challenges and ensuring sustainable increases in maize yield [2].

Genetic variations that can be acted upon by human or natural selection hold the key to maize yield improvement, and the assembly of a reference genome can facilitate mining genetic variations in maize. The first maize reference genome (B73 RefGen_v1) based on BAC library and Sanger sequencing technology was published in 2009 [3]. This initial reference genome promoted substantial progress in maize genomics by accelerating genome-wide SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) surveys and subsequent marker–trait association studies (QTL/GWAS) to link genetic and phenotypic variations. As a result, our understanding of the genetic architecture of yield-related traits [4–6], abiotic stress-related traits [7], stalk strength [8*], plant architecture [9,10], disease resistance [11,12], and flowering time [13] was greatly extended. Although this initial reference genome enabled rapid progress in maize genomics, it contained many gaps and more than 100 000 small contigs due to the large amount of repetitive sequences [3], many of which were incorrectly ordered and oriented, complicating the detailed analysis of specific loci crucial to our understanding of phenotypic variations [14]. However, the development of single-molecule sequencing technologies now enables the production of high-quality reference genomes, multiple reference genomes, and pangenome graphs. In addition to identifying genetic variations, understanding the relationships among gene expression, epigenetic modifications, chromatin interactions, and metabolic, proteome, and phenotype variations can further enrich our knowledge. With the development of high-quality genome assemblies, the accurate characterization of genomic diversity at multiple levels, and the precise association of genetic variants with yield-related traits, we can now accelerate maize yield improvement using genome editing guided by mechanistic understanding.

High-throughput short-read sequencing permits efficient mining of genetic variation
As the cost of short-read sequencing decreased, maize HapMaps were developed with larger sample sizes and higher densities of SNPs and indels. HapMap1 [15] consisted of 3.3 million SNPs and indels from 27 lines, HapMap2 [16] consisted of 55 million SNPs from 103 lines, and HapMap3 [17] consisted of 83 million SNPs from 1218 lines. These datasets have greatly enhanced our understanding of maize domestication.
and improvement. For example, HapMap2 identified 484 domestication and 695 improvement sweeps which helped Sosso et al. to understand the selection feature of a domestication gene, ZmSWEET4c, which affected carbon-hydrate import into seeds and directly determined seed size [18]. During the last decade, there has also been significant progress in genome-wide association studies based on DNA sequencing of various large-scale populations. We will not summarize these studies in detail, as a number of related reviews are already available [19–23]. Although high-throughput short-read sequencing has accelerated the discovery of natural genetic variants among diverse maize germplasms, it also has several unavoidable limitations: most accurately identified variants consist of SNPs and small indels but without structure variations (SVs); genome assemblies based on high-throughput short-read sequencing contain many gaps and hundreds of thousands of small contigs due to the complexity of the maize genome [24,25]; and most of the variant calls are based on a single reference genome which could not represent all the genetic diversity of maize [26,27**].

**Multiple high-quality reference genomes are needed for maize genome research**

The quality of the B73 reference genome has been vastly improved [14] by the development of long-read sequencing, which is dominated by Pacific Biosciences’ (PacBio) single molecule real-time (SMRT) sequencing and Oxford Nanopore Technologies’ (ONT) nanopore sequencing. As a result, researchers have identified more than 130 000 intact transposable elements (TEs) [14]. However, a single reference genome is insufficient for mining and utilizing the full spectrum of genetic diversity in maize. 92.5% of orthologous gene pairs have at least one TE insertion variation between SK and B73 (Figure 2a), and a comparison of the B73 and Mo17 genomes revealed that more than 10% of genes do not have homologs in the alternate genome [26]. With advances in technology and reduced costs of long-read sequencing, more high-quality genomes (contig N50 > 1 Mb) have been released since 2017. These include the B73 Ref_V4 [14], Mo17 [26], SK [27**], K0326Y [28], and NC358 [29] genomes. As more and more genomes are assembled, pangenome graphs are a promising format in which to present the diversity of multiple reference genomes [30*,31,32]. A good example is the first maize Practical Haplotype Graph (PHG) database built by Franco et al. [33**], which consists of a pangenome haplotype database from 27 high-quality maize assemblies (the founders of the NAM population). The PHG has shown its ability to generate accurate genotype calls using either GBS or NGS reads, although it is a very early version that will benefit from further improvements, especially in the non-coding regions.

**Structural variations play important roles in trait differences**

In case studies, most of which began with map-based cloning, growing evidence has shown that SVs affect important yield-related traits such as tillering, flowering time, kernel row number, disease resistance, drought resistance, and protein quality [34–39]. Multiple reference genomes open the door to the investigation of SVs and their phenotypic effects at the genome scale, which may partly explain the phenomenon of missing heritability [27**]. Comparison of the SK genome (tropical germplasm with small kernels) with the B73 and Mo17 genomes (temperate germplasm) identified 386 014 SVs, of which 80 614 polymorphic SVs were genotyped in 521 inbred lines using high-depth DNA resequencing data [27**]. 21.9% of polymorphic SVs could not be represented by neighboring SNPs via linkage disequilibrium, indicating that the contribution of SVs to genetic
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Overview of the key traits that determine maize yield.
diversity cannot be ignored. Furthermore, we found that up to 30.8% heritability of kernel width and up to 27.0% heritability of northern corn leaf blight (NLB) were explained by SVs (Figure 2b). This finding is surprising and provides direct insight into the effects of SVs on traits. In addition, the SK genome permitted researchers to efficiently identify the causal variant (an 8.9-kb insertion) of a maize kernel-size and weight QTL, qHKW1 [27**]. Using only one reference genome and a traditional map-based cloning strategy, qHKW1 would be difficult to clone and its functional variation would be difficult to detect. These results emphasize that multiple reference genomes can help us to accurately identify SVs and rapidly understand their phenotypic effects.

**Long-read sequencing enables high quality genome assembly and variation mining**

Currently, long-read sequencing (SMRT and ONT) has overcome early limitations in price, accuracy, and throughput and now permits longer read lengths. For example, the PacBio HiFi sequencing method yields a highly accurate long-read sequencing maize dataset with read lengths averaging 15.6 kb, accuracies greater than 99.5%, and a throughput >24 Gb HiFi reads per cell (SMRT Cell 8 M) [42] at a cost of ~$1500 USD. These changes will revolutionize genomic studies in multiple ways, especially for complex genomes such as maize. First, SVs detected by comparing limited numbers of genomes are unlikely to fully represent the substantial genetic diversity of maize. Long-read sequencing now enables a broad survey of SVs at the population scale and will give us a more comprehensive understanding of SVs, such as that recently achieved for tomato [43]. Second, although the majority of TEs are thought to be silent in maize, more and more studies have found that a subset of TEs are transcriptionally active with tissue-specific expression [44] and can be induced by stress conditions [45*]. Because of the highly repetitive nature of most TEs, many things about TEs remain unknown in maize, including their evolutionary relationship with SVs and their potential influence on gene expression or regulation [46]. We annotated B73_RefV4 using a joint TE annotation pipeline, EDTA [47]. 96.9% of intact TEs were shorter than 15 kb (Figure 2c), which means that HiFi reads can span repetitive regions where short reads cannot easily be uniquely mapped.

**Beyond diversity at the DNA level**

Growing evidence indicates that genetic variants influence complex traits by modulating gene expression;
Variations in DNA and chromatin modifications can also affect gene expression and play an important role in complex traits. DNA methylation, the best-studied example of chromatin variation in maize, has been shown to be heritable. The inheritance of DNA methylation levels across generations is quite stable, even in recombinant inbred line (RIL)/near-isogenic line (NIL) populations [53,54]. A recent study showed that epigenetic diversity may provide additional sources of variation that can be captured for maize improvement [55]. Greater than sixty percent of the differentially methylated regions (DMRs) were not tagged by genetic variations (SNPs and SVs), consistent with previous studies in smaller populations [54,56], and association analysis of 986 metabolic traits using DMRs suggested that DNA methylation was associated with phenotypic variation in 156 traits [57]. Using the same dataset, we found that DMRs explained 7–61% of the heritability of yield-related traits (Figure 2d). Epigenetic variation can create heritable variation in functional traits, underscoring the potential for applying epigenetics to crop improvement by developing new combinations of epialleles and DNA alleles that provide desired traits.

Three-dimensional configurations such as genome-wide chromatin interactions [58,59] and open chromatin [60] are crucial for gene regulation, but the variation in chromatin states within a population is largely unknown.

**Genetic resources in teosintes and landraces should not be ignored**

Abiotic and biotic stresses act as driving forces for maize evolution by affecting diversity at all levels [49,61,62] and producing different kinds of local adaptations. Studies of local adaptation that aim to understand how maize responds to the environment can explore genetic resources that can meet the challenges of climate change [63] and extreme weather events [64]. However, domestication and improvement bottlenecks have reduced the genetic diversity of maize by 20% and <5%, respectively [65]. The narrow genetic base of cultivated maize is becoming a major impediment to maize improvement efforts. The wild relatives of maize, collectively called teosintes, are native to Mexico and Central America and have adapted to a diverse range of environments, as reviewed previously [66]; they exhibit many unique biotic and abiotic tolerance traits that are absent in cultivated maize [67]. QTL mapping analysis using Teo-NAM, derived from crossing five teosinte inbreds (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis and Z. mays ssp. mexicana) to the maize inbred line W22, identified three QTL for kernel row number and ear length in which the teosinte allele contributes to a more maize-like phenotype [68]. *Zea nicaraguensis* is a flood-tolerant species that grows on the Pacific coast of Nicaragua [69]. It shows the special trait of constitutive aerenchyma formation (CAF), although aerenchyma are not formed under well-drained soil conditions. Gong *et al.* produced an introgression line with four QTL for CAF from *Z. nicaraguensis* in a maize background and demonstrated that CAF could reduce the oxygen deficiency stress caused by waterlogging [70]. Tian *et al.* cloned one large-effect alleles (*UPA2*) for leaf angle in teosinte that were absent in maize. Introgessing the teosinte allele into modern hybrids increased yield by permitting growth at high density [71**]. There are many unused favorable alleles in maize wild relatives. Further research in this area will not only help us improve maize grain yield, but also enable us to better cope with the challenges of future climate change.

Other important genetic resources exist in landraces. During the worldwide spread of maize, humans have guided its adaptation to a vast range of climatic and ecological conditions through the selection of local landraces [72]. Introgression of alleles from landraces to an elite maize variety improved drought tolerance and produced higher yields [73]. However, few studies have identified the genes that underlie local adaptations [74,75]. Local adaptation studies face a number of difficulties: the collection of stress-tolerant landraces, the need for laborious field trials in different environments, the capture of causal genes by large SVs such as inversions [76], and the lack of corresponding reference genomes.

The main staple crops were domesticated approximately 10 000 years ago to meet the specific needs of humans [77,78] and were improved in different global regions [79]. Although domesticated species and origins vary, people have had similar goals and have tended to select traits that confer high yields, nutrient density, and ease of cultivation. Large populations of cultivated crops and
their wild relatives have now been sequenced [80–83]. Understanding the mechanisms of convergent domestication or improvement in maize [79,84] and other crops can permit knowledge-driven genetic improvement.

Mining omics in an integrated database

Comprehensive databases that store, maintain, analyze, and visualize the multi-omics data mentioned above can greatly accelerate maize genomic research. The most famous maize database is MaizeGDB [85], and its functions have been comprehensively reviewed [86]. The integration of multi-omics data generated from the same shareable individual/panel makes the best use of multi-omics information for maize improvement. A newly built database, ZEAMAP [87], not only incorporates multiple reference genomes, annotations, comparative genomics, and transcriptomes, but also integrates chromatin interactions, high quality SNPs/SVs, DNA methylation, phenotypes, metabolomics, genetic maps, and genetic mapping loci from the same maize panel [88]. Hundreds, even thousands, of diverse and representative maize lines have been deeply resequenced by different labs across the world [27**–89–91]. However, each lab may use a different reference genome version and a different variant calling pipeline due to ongoing software development or personal preference. This creates a barrier to cross referencing, and data utilization is not maximized. In the future, it would be helpful to construct a comprehensive maize variation map that integrates all sequencing data worldwide. More and more high-quality genome assemblies will be generated, including assemblies for teosinte, landraces, diverse maize inbred lines, and population scale resequencing based on long reads. A true pan genome graph, a standardized variant identification pipeline, and an integrated database are in great demand.

Genetic engineering and mutant libraries

Genetic engineering can create substantial positive changes in complex traits such as grain yield [92**] and disease resistance [93]. These applications of transformative engineering were driven by mechanistic understanding. However, it is difficult to identify the exact causal gene for a desired trait using a forward-genetics approach, as the results always give a list of candidate genes in an interval that may include tens or hundreds of genes. Genome-wide mutant libraries are essential for identifying the functional genes. Traditional maize mutant libraries are based on random mutations induced by transposons [94,95] and/or ethyl-methanesulfonate mutagenesis [96] about which had been well reviewed previously [97]. However, lines derived from these libraries may harbor mutations at multiple loci, and many generations are required to stabilize loss-of-function mutations and determine the causal mutation that underlies a phenotype. Fortunately, homozygous mutants can be obtained in a single generation by CRISPR/Cas9-based editing. Moreover, by locating the sgRNA, researchers can easily link phenotype with genotype [98**]. Such genome-wide targeted mutagenesis has been performed in rice [99,100]. A recent study developed a CRISPR/Cas9-based editing platform adapted to high-throughput gene targeting in maize [101]. Although only 743 genes were targeted, the study was a good start towards developing genome-wide targeted mutagenesis in maize. However, low efficiency of maize genetic transformation [86] and high acquisition costs are still significant constraints that require the joint efforts of not only the maize community but also commercial companies and funding sponsors. The construction of a whole-genome CRISPR mutation library will revolutionize maize functional genomics research.

Conclusions

Genomic approaches are thought to be one of the most powerful solutions for accelerating crop yield improvement to meet increasing global demands. With the rapid development of genomic technologies, all kinds of diversity in different environments can be comprehensively explored (Figure 3). Multi-omics data will be analyzed in a more systematic and integrated way to target genes that determine maize yield (Figure 3). Efficient [102] and genotype-independent [103] maize genome editing guided by mechanistic understanding and enabled by genomics approaches will make possible precise maize breeding to meet the growing and diversified demands of the future (Figure 3).
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